Congratulations to the following students who received Education Week awards:

**Citizenship:**
- Travis Morgan - for his friendship to his peers and using his Confidence, Getting Along and Organisation keys at school,
- Ngawai Morrell - for the outstanding skills in helping other students and teachers,
- Hussein Aldarab - for constantly displaying his 5 keys to success,
- Bella Hunt - for always showing leadership in the classroom, helping out her class mates and showing pride in her school work,
- Rahaf Shawdari - for always displaying her 5 YCDI keys to be a kind friend and an outstanding citizen of Drummond Memorial Public School,
- Mirabilis Simba - Mirabilis is a kind and thoughtful student who consistently goes out of her way to help the other students at Drummond Memorial Public School. She 'Gets Along' with everyone and displays the YCDI keys on a daily basis,
- Alarna Froome - for always working to the best of her ability and being a positive role model.

**Application:**
- Katriel Riley - for application to his learning in all areas,
- Malak Abd Oun - for always trying her best during class,
- Roz Al-Hajiya - for always giving 100% effort in class and fully applying herself to all tasks,
- Riley Burton - for showing improvement in all areas of class work and enthusiasm in all class activities,
- Mobin Shafeian - for demonstrating consistent effort in applying knowledge across all areas of his learning to achieve excellent results,
- Alyssa Jarrett - Alyssa displays a quiet Confidence and determination to succeed. Her work habits and focus are outstanding and she applies herself diligently to any undertaking,
- Leikiesha Weatherall - for always demonstrating commitment and dedication towards all learning tasks,
- Tamara Vickery - for her application to her school work. Tamara always strives hard to produce outstanding, high quality work. Her care and attention to details is to be commended. Well done Tamara.

We are looking forward to seeing you at Armidale Community of Schools at Lazenby Hall, UNE and our school musical “Lollies” coming up in the next couple of weeks.

Tanya McKinlay, Relieving Principal

Reward Sessions: K-2 Gold students will have morning tea with Mrs McKinlay. Silver award students will receive a small treat whilst all other students will participate in a science fair.
At the Gymnastics Centre I liked rolling into the foam pit. It was hard to get out of it and it was really soft. *Peter Shoobert*

I liked the gymnastics centre because we had lots of fun. My favourite part was when we rolled into the foam pit. I had best day. *Agoi Marial*

On Friday we went to the gymnastics centre. My favourite part was the foam pit. It was so much fun rolling and jumping into the foam pit. My friends Luca and Agoi struggled to get out but I found it easy. We had a really fun time. *Mobin Shafeian*

I liked the gymnastics centre because of the bouncy floor and the big trampoline. I loved when we got to roll into the foam pit. *Amelia Froome*

ESL Transition class have been enjoying an online drawing club ... and here are Hussein, Zahra, Ali and Raimas proudly displaying their drawing of excavators.